A COMMUNITY WORKING TOGETHER
Thanks to Corazón Latino and Shamrock Foods, we received a shipment of 1080 Farmers Feeding Families Food
Boxes on Wednesday December 9th, a short-term USDA program.
Thanks to Safford Lions Club, and others, we had volunteers help to distribute and move boxes into the walk-in
refrigerator.

Thanks to Tim and III Counties Distributing, we had a forklift to load 4 pallets in our truck and a pallet in another truck
going to Clifton. Tim stored several pallets at his warehouse, then had his employees bring the pallets to the pantry
when needed.
Thanks to ONF&P staff and volunteers for keeping the distribution going at the pantry and delivering boxes to senior &
low income apartments, many neighborhoods, and other nonprofits.
By the end of day on the 9th, we had distributed 950 food boxes with the remaining boxes earmarked for regular pantry
distribution and mobile parks.
We never thought we would have distributed that many boxes but through the hard work of our community, we made a
huge impact in just one day!
Thanks to everyone that I did and did not mention! It was a crazy busy day and we couldn’t have done it without you!

THANKSGIVING MEALS
Thank you United Way of Graham and Greenlee Counties for a holiday meals grant.
Purchasing turkey's and sides was a bit of an issue this year because of lack of supplies. Thankfully, Safeway was
able to fill our order but with the caveat that we could only purchase large turkey's. This meant a rather large
increase in the cost.
We were able to pass out 100 turkeys with sides on November 17 and 19. There were an additional 37 families
needing turkeys on the 19th but we ran out of turkeys. St. Pima.... church was able to provide .... meals to those that

did not receive turkeys from ONF&P and SEACUS happened to call asking if we could use 300 lbs of chicken
breasts. We were able to distribute the chicken to those that missed out on turkeys.

Double-R Communications Elementary School Food Drive

Thank you Reed Richins for once again organizing the biggest food drive in Graham County, providing ONF&P with
months of canned goods. The green beans, corn and other vegetables should last us through next year!
15,700 pounds were donated by our community to help feed those in need. Some of the other donated food will not
last as long so we will be working with others to create specialty food drives for those foods. If you would like to help
organize a food drive at your place of business or through an organization or other group, please let us know. We
would love to work with you to help our neighbors!

Volunteers Needed
We realize many people are not comfortable volunteering during this pandemic but I would like to assure you we are
taking every precaution possible to keep our workers safe. If you would like to spend some time helping others, we
would love to get to know you in the garden and pantry!

Volunteer of the Month
Thank you Arnaldo Brown for all you do for ONF&P. Arnaldo goes to the garden each day after work and most
Saturdays and Sundays. He has done every job in the garden plus has worked on equipment, saving us money. We
truly appreciate everything you do and it does not go unnoticed.
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